Hi Palani and Padmanava,

Tried sending you a mail with pics attached earlier to this mail. But looks like it's not going through because of the size. We still don't have electricity and internet. Data network of mobile phone is also quite bad. Hence sending you only text. Will send the pics in a later mail when we have internet service back.

I visited Adruta home at Mancheswar today. Like most buildings in Bhubaneswar Adruta home has also had some damages. The major damages that I noted are as follows.

1. The large windows on the balconies on the south side of the building - The one on second floor is completely broken while that on the first floor is partially broken. This needs to be fixed immediately otherwise rain water would easily get inside the building.

2. Aluminium doors - 3/4 aluminium doors belonging to bathroom and office area have been damaged and will need repairs and/or replacement.

3. Windows - few of the aluminium windows have lost glasses and locks. Some of the windows in the staircase are in a bad shape. However this may or may not be due to the cyclone as it was on the north and west side and they looked old.

4. The lamps on the gate are broken as trees fell on the walls.

5. Inverter battery is not functioning well as water got into the basement.

6. The landscape just outside the building which earlier was filled with trees is now full of debris.

Hope this helps.